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Thanks to this hyper-powered approach, the simulation performs at a level far beyond that of any other
football simulation before it. “HyperMotion Technology revolutionises the way FIFA simulates the game,”
said Steve O’Donnell, Senior Producer, FIFA Ultimate Team & EA SPORTS Football Club. “All of the actions

players make during the match can be captured during the match, and then be re-created through in-
game data to add real-life authenticity to gameplay.” Broadcast-to-Game As well as capturing new, real-

life data from the ball to the players, the system also captures the broadcast feed from the match.
Thanks to this, FIFA 22 can react to broadcasts, anticipate challenges and execute in-game actions at
the speed of play. For example, the system can react instantaneously to a challenge on the pitch by

searching through the live broadcast and highlighting the action for the game to follow. When the player
is airborne, the system can instantly apply player-controlled animations based on the in-game behaviour
of the player and the action he was making in real-life. This is applied whether the ball is in play or not
and provides a much more accurate simulation. Screenshots Here are a few of the key innovations in

FIFA 22: Broadcast-to-Gameplay During a match, the simulation is capturing the broadcast feed from the
match and reacting instantaneously to fast-paced events. When a player tackles for example, the

broadcast information is captured to add an authentic animation to that action in the game. This is re-
created for all players in the broadcast feed, which is then applied instantaneously to gameplay. Real-life
Passes The system also captures the precise location of the ball as it strikes a player, or kicks a player to
re-create the player’s pass in the game. The system can also detect whether a player has been fouled by

a third-party and then accurately apply the resulting animations to the player. SkyCasts The live
broadcast feed is being used to inform in-game actions, and is also being used to highlight events and

highlights in the broadcast for players to see. Live Team Physiognomics In FIFA Ultimate Team, we use in-
game data to achieve a more accurate in-game simulation of your players. We will be using the same

technology in FIFA
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Features Key:

Innovative new Physics engine powered by NEPTUNE allows for unprecedented ball control. Enjoy
a deeper feeling of realism and control in proceedings. New set of tools allow for players with
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different styles to exploit their strengths.
Detail, speed and emotion. Game physics are new driving force that adds depth and realism to
Fifa gameplay.
Skylight camera. For the first time, view the game from a wide angle – Skylight Camera view lets
fans experience the game in true 360°.
Introducing "HyperMotion". For the first time, it is now possible to capture and process motion
capture data in order to power additional game physics. We have captured real players in the
motion capture suits to reveal more ways to control the ball and how your team works together
as they play in high intensity games. Every exciting moment of a player in motion can now be
released, in perfected form, into the player in the game.
Fifa Ultimate Team – With game modes for Player and Manager and dynamic transfer market,
you can now take direct control of your players. Featuring all-new Progression Systems, new
ways to control your players, and online Rivals, making transfers is never easier. Create a squad
that can dominate online, in Ultimate Team Leagues, and in Ultimate Team Cup.
Clever AI

Introducing “dynamic true pitch motion” : With a set of algorithms based on GPS real-time
positioning data, the pitch now changes realistically in-match (playing conditions and stadium

layout), giving a true-to-life feeling of pitch movements. Players will see variations depending on
the stadium they’re playing.

A brand-new five-star skill ratings system
Enhanced Player Traits. Now the player facial appearance can be affected by skin tone, hairstyle,

facial hair, facial expression, facial stance, makeup, and mood.
See how players play in detail
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FIFA is the world's leading club football video game franchise, now in its 20th year of development.
FIFA's unmatched authenticity delivers gameplay that feels just like being in the stadium and forces you
to make the right decisions to lead your team to glory. FIFA brings the thrills of stadium management to
your living room, featuring detailed stadiums in authentic locations around the world. Gameplay
combines intelligent technology, a wealth of authentic data and world-class presentation to ensure that
only a truly authentic football game can deliver. Off the Pitch [Live the dream.] Live in the ultimate
football world - and lead your favourite team to glory. In the latest season, FIFA 22 introduces a range of
new features and improvements that will take your tactical experience to the next level. Backed by the
power of EA SPORTS FIFA, these features include: You are the Manager Become the manager of your
favourite team and lead them to glory. Set up a team from scratch, recruit new players and use
advanced tactics to beat your opponents. Manage your team's sponsors, set your stadium's mood with
your own team's branding, and more. The possibilities are endless! All-New Season Mode FIFA Season
Mode is back this year to give you the chance to play through a season from the start. Will your team be
crowned world champions? Or will you have to fight hard to keep it all together? You are the manager,
and you will be the one calling the shots this year. NEW! Negotiate Contracts New in FIFA 22 is the ability
to negotiate contracts. Sign players on player contracts to improve your Squad's Quality Index, boost
their stats and unlock new abilities. Negotiate the best contract for each player and scout the
competition to keep your players happy! NEW! Improved Scouting FIFA scouting has been improved in
FIFA 22 with improved AI and graphics to show players running and passing the ball. New Scouts are
available and can be trained to specialize in something like shooting, dribbling or passing. FIFA Ultimate
Team FIFA Ultimate Team has been upgraded with new packs, including the new FUT Champions Legend
Items Pack. You'll have the chance to create your dream FUT squad with one of the greatest Ultimate
Teams in the world. The Ultimate Squad The Ultimate Squad is back in FIFA 22 and is back with a
vengeance. You now have the ability to focus your Ultimate Squad on a bc9d6d6daa
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1,500 new cards in FIFA Ultimate Team is just the tip of the iceberg. Make fantasy plays with the brand
new Auto-Pass and Replacement players or customize your creation with new depth and flexibility to
develop your squad as you see fit. New Player Paths – Take your managerial and coaching abilities to the
next level as you continue your ascent to the top of the manager’s table and coach of the year. Immerse
yourself in the action as you manage and decide how to proceed with a more detailed dynamic career
that lets you make the right choices to become the best in the business. Signature Stands – Complete
multiple goals, feats and milestones as you build your team to a new level of excellence. Earn your spot
in the history books and leave your mark on the game with iconic players and honors over the years.
THE OFFICIAL GAME – Match-day intensity comes to life in the new and improved FIFA Ultimate Team
engine. Dynamic 3D visuals increase the intensity of the action, while a host of new features boost your
game experience on the pitch. OTHER NEW FEATURES PlayStation®3 Add-Ons – In FIFA 22 players can
now add-on and upgrade their player with some of the biggest names in football. Rediscover the Premier
League in FUT Champions Mode or pit your stars against some of the world’s best players in FIFA
Ultimate League. There’s a whole new squad of premium clubs to follow in FIFA 22 and FUT Pro Clubs
lets you control these teams through the course of a full season. FIFA® Official Cards – Take your team
to the top with authentic FIFA® Official cards. The Official card back is adhered to the in-game kit so it
matches the PlayStation 3 in-game look. A new graphics pack delivers more authenticity to match the
unique style of FIFA 22. The PES cards back remains identical to PES in-game versions. The Official Card
is one-size fits all. So even if you are a poor footballer you can still look the part and lift a vase of flowers
over your head. FIFA 22 Ultimate Edition – Game Disc – FIFA 20 Limited Edition Game Disc – FIFA 20
introduces a brand new in-game disc system. Enjoy hours of gameplay with each FIFA 20 game disc. A
unique set of gamer stickers is included with your copy of FIFA 20 and with special edition content, these
stickers are placed on your in

What's new in Fifa 22:

NEW CLIMATES – discover diverse and authentic football
environments like the Aviva Stadium and Allianz Arena in the
Eredivisie in Holland and Germany
MORE ACTION – relive a variety of challenges including
tackles, clean sheets, crosses, heading and cornering.
GENERATE COLLECTIONS – new features include Create-a-
Career where you create your own player and choose his kit
and formation. This provides players with a unique identity
and gameplay style and will reward players with useful
attributes that help their on-pitch performance.
STYLE TIPS – canada for instance, can play a 4-5-1 formation.
MORE ACTION – Relive the Premier League in style. New
features include tackle, heading and cornering, and more
authentic environments with the EPL, MLS, La Liga and Japan
L League. FIFA Ultimate Team players, improve your FIFA
skills like new, clean sheet and saves.
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EA SPORTS FIFA is the latest chapter in the storied FIFA franchise.
For the first time, play across intense match-day action is
captured in cutting-edge cinematic high definition. Player likeness
and personality is brought to life like never before with the most
robust soundtrack to date. FIFA also features a gameplay
philosophy called “Powered by Football” which makes every
decision on the pitch matter, as well as world-class coaching,
realistic physical play, crowd-sourced Tactical Decisions and
significant improvements to the ALL SQUAD feature to deliver the
most authentic representation of your favorite sport in franchise
history. Is the game I want? As the most popular and accessible
soccer game in the world, FIFA features 64 players from over 26
leagues in every region, while offering a complete career
experience: amateur, professional or national team. Player
contracts, training and all of the day-to-day work of managing a
soccer team are now fully integrated into the game. With all-new
Competitive Seasons, season-long national team rankings and a
more intuitive management experience in Career Mode, FIFA is
the game to experience your favorite sport in an unrivaled way.
What is new in this game? FIFA delivers all-new worldwide
gameplay to improve the authenticity and the global appeal of the
game. FIFA 22 is powered by Football, reinventing the way the
game is played on and off the pitch. World’s leading football star
Cristiano Ronaldo, who led the Ballon d’Or for a third time this
year, will captain the squad. In addition, more than 30 All-Stars
will star in FIFA for the first time, including Roma’s Daniele De
Rossi, and all-time great Zinedine Zidane. *Players in Europe and
beyond are opted into the game by default, with ratings of players
in EA SPORTS FIFA Personalized Match Servers calculated using
EA SPORTS Football Club data. FIFA 22 also introduces a new
season-long competitive calendar featuring an extensive array of
new game modes, leading to a more complete eSports experience
than ever before. FIFA 20's Fan Events and community challenges
are continued from the previous game, with the latter expanded
to include an EMEA regional and regional qualifying tournament.
What can I do in this game? FIFA 22 brings the most
comprehensive gameplay features in franchise history. Every
game on every pitch matters, even the small ones – and the small
ones are big ones in FIFA.
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System Requirements:

* PC only * Win10 minimum requirement (Windows 7 may not
work) * 2 GB RAM * 400 MB Hard Disk * DirectX 9.0 compliant
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be enabled in the system BIOS * Optional graphics card
requirements: - If using the Cossacks: graphics card that supports
the following drivers for NVIDIA: - NVIDIA® GeForce™ GTX 950
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